[A local control trial of skin malignant tumor].
Eighteen cases were diagnosed as skin malignant tumor in the past 4 years since 2005. We performed a sentinel lymph node biopsy and backup evidement for the 18 cases requiring a lymph node excision. Then, we reviewed its appropriateness. We also revealed interesting cases: Paget's out of breast 3, Merkel cell carcinoma 2, and malignant melanoma 13. The range of age was 37-73 year-old, and the male and female ratio was 12:6. The primary sites were external genitalia 3, femoral region 1, brachium part 3, finger region 2, digit region 3, sole region 3 and back 3. A sentinel lymph node (SLN) identification rate was 13/18 (72.2%). For the inferior limb nuclear power generation skin malignant tumor, the identification rate of SLN was 100%. There was only one identified of SLN for superior limb/the soma nuclear power generation skin malignant tumor. We thought that a reexamination of the regional lymph node and the lymph flow was necessary. With regard to the inferior limb nuclear power generation malignancy skin tumor, it was considered that the appropriateness of the sentinel lymph node by the pigment method was useful.